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STEP OUTSIDE AND BREATHE IN A BREATH OF FRESH AIR, EVERY DAY.
Become part of a flourishing community in the picturesque Lombardy Estate & Health Spa.

Lombardy Estate & Health Spa
is a breath of fresh air in virtually 
every way. However, the effortless 
access residents have to an 
outdoor lifestyle is perhaps the 
greatest gift. A literal ‘breath of 
fresh air’ here is not ephemeral,
but instead lasting.

Not long after inception, this lifestyle estate’s lush 
gardens and grounds made a statement significant 
enough to secure an award. Uys & White is the acclaimed 
landscape architect responsible for transforming almost 
100 hectares of valuable earth into manicured terrains that 
are strategically yet aesthetically adorned with beautiful 
lakes, flowing waterways and extended greenery – all of 
which have attracted and retained birdlife as well as 
harmless wildlife.

Today the dams and lakes are tended to by a specialist 
team while pristine landscapes continue to thrive at the 
hands of dedicated supervisors, horticulturists and 
hand-picked staff. Green initiatives also continue to be 
prioritised to help ensure sustainable upkeep and to 
reduce Lombardy Estate & Health Spa’s carbon footprint.               
They include transplanting grass, producing and using 
compost on site and monthly recycling large amounts of 
glass and paper.

While one feels gratefully removed from the city, endless amenities in Pretoria are easy to access. 
Yet, some indulgences are nearby. On the estate grounds the tremendous Soulstice Day Spa 
operated by the Spas of Distinction collection (a group of South Africa’s top 5-star day spas) 
welcomes clients to relax and luxuriate. A wide range of therapies and treatments are offered by 
internationally qualified therapists. Facilities may be used free of charge after one’s treatment.

Lombardy Boutique Hotel takes care of discerning diners. Breakfast may be enjoyed in the library 
while the elegant Monza restaurant offers phenomenal fine dining. Original wines, collected during 
the estate’s first 30 years of existence, are kept in the cellar which also makes a great venue for 
private functions or intimate dinners.

What Lombardy Estate & Health Spa offers as a whole is rare and remarkably refreshing when 
compared to other developments in Pretoria and surrounds. There really is nothing like it.The inevitably serene atmosphere in Lombardy Estate        

& Health Spa is reminiscent of the countryside allowing          
a relaxing lifestyle to naturally unfold; one that inspires 
residents to spend time outdoors. Both professional 
individuals as well as young and expanding families 
appreciate this opportunity. Of course, the state-of-the-art 
security plays an integral role when it comes to             
tapping into the readily available peace of mind. 
Fortunately security features were, as far as possible, 
implemented in such a way as to blend in with the natural 
aesthetics. It should also be noted that renowned local 
architects have done well to hero the environment when 
considering how the coveted boutique homes subtly 
complement the level landscapes.

A BREATHE
OF FRESH AIR

In addition to simply passively revelling in the beauty and 
safety of their surrounds, residents can also relish the 
freedom to lead active lifestyles. Walking, running and 
cycling can all be enjoyed at leisure, alone or with friends, 
family and neighbours. The estate also boasts a tennis 
court for friendly or more competitive games. Plus, if social 
events require a venue, the clubhouse is an option.

Fresh air is free, but the feeling of belonging in an exclusive estate is priceless.

AVAILABILITY IS LIMITED SO DO NOT WAIT TO SECURE PROPERTY. 
CONTACT US TODAY:

Claudette Oosthuysen: 072 156 6219
Juanita du Plessis: 082 322 3407
Lizette Leas: 082 929 3225
Developer: 087 725 5590
Email: info@lombardyestate.co.za


